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Precision Test of Electroweak Precision Observables (EWPOs)

❏ The Standard Model can only be tested 
by considering higher-order corrections 
when confronting experimental high 
precision data.

❏ New physics unknown by experiments 
directly might be sensitive to quantum 
corrections.
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●    EWPOs Introduction (exp)
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 Experimental Uncertainties Given by Future Electron-Positron Colliders

❏ Due to the lack of knowledge of theory error estimation, we need
❏ Current theoretical predictions are inadequate.
❏ The calculation of the next perturbative order                 for the EWPOs will be 

necessary!!  

Why Leading Fermionic Corrections?

❏ Enhancement by power of Top Mass.
❏ Enhancement by power of flavor numbers 

     Considerably the leading numerical contribution!
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Renormalization  
❖ Two schemes are considered. 

❏ On-Shell(OS) with complex pole mass
❏ OS+       for top mass
        
   

➔ Complex pole mass is a must for gauge-invariance.

➔ OS top mass closely connects to experiments,  while 
suffers from renormalon issue and non-perturbative QCD.                                                       

                top mass is preferable from theory point of view.   
               
➔ Top masses calculated from two schemes related by a  

finite transformation.

➔ No asymptotic massive gauge boson, hence field  
renormalization of Z,W can be neglected.                                       

         

complex-pole
                                   

The inverse dressed propagator (W/Z/H)

yield mass counter term and widths

                                                          
mass ratio between two schemes

Ward-Identity yields

Weak-Mixing Angle
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❖ the self-energy function          composed by 1-PI at 
desired order. Only transverse part contributes, 
longitudinal part cancels against unphysical amplitude.
(Slavnov-Taylor Identity)

❖             mixing is included. Mixing counterterms are 
defined at poles

❖ Different Breit-Wigner forms
❖ In Experiment                               In Theory
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One gets an implicit relation between W-boson mass and 
G-Fermi:

Computing  EWPOs

❖       is determined from measuring muon 
decay after subtracting QED corrections 
within 4-Fermi theory.

❖ Then move on to the SM,      receives 
corrections depicted on the right hand 
side. One can then use such a relation 
to predict W-boson mass.
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Decompstion of the effective Zff vertex 

❖ We have seen parity-violating asymmetry can be 
determined by effective weak-mixing angle             
. It relates to the ratio between dressed vector and 
axial-vector coupling. 

❖ Using the decay rate equation in terms of dressed 
vector and axial-vector couplings. We can derive 
the total and partial width of Z-boson.

Using optical theorem

Plugging what we have from OS condition in complex 
pole scheme.

where        features all self-energy contributions, and
feature final-state QCD and QED corrections. Here for 
closed fermionic loops we set them to 1. 
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Technical Aspects

❏ In pure EW case, All loop integrals can be 
written as 1-loop scalar master integrals and 
their derivatives up to second order.

❏ Exact agreement at 2-loop was found 
comparing to previous work 
(hep-ph:004091;0202131;0407317;13102256)
, except one missing term as the second term 
in the following:

of which numerical impact shall be investigated.

❏ Unlike pure EW, mixed EW-QCD at 3-loop order 
features non-unique master integral (2-loop) 
basis. ( difficult to cross-check symbolically)

❏ Integral reduction is non-trivial. (IBP and 
technique from G.Weiglein,R.Scharf 
et.al.hep-ph:9310358 were adopted in this work 
in parallel)

❏ The derivative of 2-loop master integral is 
needed.

❏ Both cases have been carried out in two 
independent implementations.
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❏ For pure EW case, we can cross-check on calculations algebraically at any level.

❏ For Mixed EW-QCD, due to the ambiguity in the choice of master integrals, only the UV part can be 
checked algebraically via TVID2.1. The finite parts are carried out numerically in TVID2.1.

❏ Some                 coefficients from scalar one-loops have been computed 

Numeric and Algebraic Cross-check

Numerical Inputs

❏ We turn-off the CKM mixing due to its negligble 
numerical impact.

❏ For        scheme, we change out top mass into
 

❏ Due to the internal relation between       and 
W-boson mass, one can treat either one as induced 
from another. (Usually W-boson mass is predicted 
from       due to high precision G given by 
measurement.)
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Numerical Results

❖ On Shell Scheme

❏ On-shell in pure EW case                                           

                                                                          
❏ On-shell in mixed EW-QCD case

❏ the parametric shift of       can goes 
into W-boson mass.

❏ Similarly, one gets effective weak mixing 
angle and Z width with leading W-boson 
mass shift
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❖ On-shell +       in mixed EW-QCD case.

❖ Comparing between two schemes

❏        Top mass must be used at previous order           when using         renormalization scheme for top 
mass.

❏ A better convergence behavior from        is observed. Also the numerical size of corrections at given 
order gets reduced comparing to on shell scheme.

❏ Numerical numbers given by two schemes at each order are partially compensate each other.
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❖ Numerical impact given by the missing term from previous study
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Summary and Outlook
❏ EWPOs measurements at future electron-positron colliders require higher order corrections beyond 

2-loop level.
❏ Closed fermionic loops gets numerical enhancement from power of top mass and large multiplicity of 

light fermion d.o.f.
❏ We present the results for contributions with maximal closed fermionic loops at given order           

 ,              . 
❏ Various aspects in renormalization: gauge invariance, complex pole mass, photon-Z-boson mixing, 

etc…
❏ For mixed EW-QCD corrections, two different renormalization schemes on top mass were performed.
❏ All results are carried out in two independent calculations, with the help of computer-algebra tools.
❏ An error was found in previous work, we corrected it and investigated its numerical impact (very small).

❏ The new results do not significantly reduce the theoretical error. Other missing three-loop contributions 
are needed.

❏ The difference of the sum                             between two schemes could be used to estimate of the 
sizeof the unknown higher-order 
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  THANK YOU.
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e.g. Constraints of                  by various set of 
EWPOs.           

❏ A way of checking the inner 
consistency of the SM.
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Charge Counterterms

Pure EW                                    Mixed EW-QCD

❖ Charge renormalization needs a special care. 
We need      around               , while it’s defined at 
Thomson limit (          ).

❖ light-quark masses are inherently ill-defined in EW 
Lagrangian due to non-perturbative feature at the 
given mass scale                . 

❖ Alternative methods needs to apply to carry out the 
contribution given by light quarks. Dispersion 
relation is the one frequently use. Other possible 
ways: Lattice QCD or Bhabha scattering.

                                     at one-loop level                      

Dispersion relation reads:

● non-perturbative quantity, apply to ALL 
order.

● Good precision ~ 0.0001
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❖ Mass counterterms:  By assuming                                  , the imaginary part contributes to counterterms.
❏ Pure EW corrections at 3-loop order                                     Mixed EW-QCD corrections
❏

❏ Total width of Z-boson at 3-loop order (Pure EW)
                                                                                                   

                                                                                                 
❏  Also one will obtain unstable particles’ 

total widths by imposing on shell 
condition. (as a consequence of optical 
theorem)
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One of the two-loop master integral basis we use in calculations.
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The derivative of Two-Loop Master Integral 

Define a general two-loop scalar integral as 

For 

For  

New              can be further reduced down to a linear combination of the chosen master integrals. Such a 
process can be carried out by using IBP technique. 21



❏ Partial Widths of Z-boson decay in Pure EW case

❏ partial Widths of Z-boson decay in Mixed EW-QCD case

                   0.019       0.026       0.041       0.035      0.331

              0.017       0.022       0.029       0.024      0.255

             -0.0157      -2.0E-4      -0.0049       -0.0203       -0.103

            -0.0049       0.0166       0.0475       0.0260       0.2296
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Theoretical uncertainty due to missing higher order

❏ Collect all common prefactors, such as couplings, Lie algebra number, particle multiplicities and 
mass ratios.

❏ Vary renormalization scale (       only!), this is frequently used in QCD.

❏ Compare results from two different schemes.

❏ Extrapolate to higher order by assuming geometric series behavior of perturbation theory.
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prefactor method yields

geometric series extrapolation yields



● How Far Have We Got?
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❏ The SM shows good consistency by comparing measured EWPOs and theory 
predictions.

● Halcyon Time ?

❏ The theoretical uncertainties is under well-control comparing to the known 
measurements. But...

● Current Status of Experimental Measurements
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